KHUMUM POS - Why traditional bookkeeping on a notebook is not so helpful?

The data is hard to process = lead to poor business planning

Take too much time and space = lead to poor data recording

Easily damage or lost

Cannot automate and need a dedicated accountant = costly
**KHUM MUN POS** - How comes online POS system become so popular?

- Easy access remotely
- Always latest software
- Customer service support
- Affordable price
KHUMM POS - Why business management needs an Online POS?

- Get real-time data and reports
- Improved inventory management
- Better employee management
- Easy payment gateways
IT IS A CLOUD BASE MOBILE POINT OF SALE SYSTEM THAT CAN TRACKS SALE REPORT, MANAGES INVENTORY AND PRINTS RECEIPT RIGHT FROM YOUR SMARTPHONE VIA BLUETOOTH
KHMUM POS - Application Supports

SUPPORTS IOS, ANDROID, IPAD, ANDROID TABLET
KHUMUM POS - Key Benefits for Small Business and Startup

1. ONE-APPLICATION
   - Manage
   - Sales
   - Finance
   - Print

2. KNOW-HOW
   - Training modules
   - Telegram support
   - Consultation

3. ACCESS TO DIGITAL SERVICES
   - KHQR
   - Access to online payment
   - Access to loan without collateral

4. E-COMMERCE MARKETPLACE
   - All-in-one e-commerce solution
KHUMUM POS - Process Flow

1. SELECT
2. CHECKOUT
3. PRINT
4. HARD COPY
KHUMUM POS - Compatible Business

Business Type:

- COFFEE SHOPS
- ELECTRONIC STORES
- SALON SHOPS
- CAKE STORES
- CONSTRUCTION STORES
- RESTAURANTS
- MINI MARTS
- RETAIL STORES
- ONLINE SHOPS
- RENTAL HOUSE
- BOOK STORES
Access to Loan
Manana Remort & Resunet Loan

Sellers also get a proper sell report